on earth. Then, and not until then, the airport will further develop as
integral feature beside the highways, infinitely extending space-arteries
and the possibilities of our modern life.
Even now, a day's motor journey is becoming something to be enjoyed
in itself—enlivened, serviced, and perfectly accommodated en route. No
need to get tangled up in spasmodic stop-and-go traffic in some wasteful
stop-and-go trip to town nor to any 'great* city centre for anything what-
ever except to 'view the ruins'. These common highway journeys may
soon become the delightful modern circumstance, an ever-varying adven-
ture within reach of everyone. Already as Cervantes said, the Road is
always better than the Inn.
DISTRIBUTION
Our cities today are voracious mouths. And New York is the greatest
and greediest mouth in the world. A terrific drain on national transport.
But with generally perfect and economic distribution of food completed
within the immediate area of the countryside, a vital element that helped
to build the city to its present extent has left it forever to spread out in
direct relation to the soil from which the produce to feed it came. Local
products should find a short haul to direct consumption. An expensive long
haul to the city and then a haul back again is a wasteful feature of present
urban centralization, and freshness has to be sacrificed.
Within easy distance of any man's dwelling anywhere soon there will
be everything needed in the category of food-stuffs and factorialized or
cultural products which the city itself can now supply. And so many the
city never dreamed of. Yes, the centralized city of the future may become
only a depot of some kind. One will be found at the ports or where vast
supplies of natural material are located for manufacture. But wherever it
is, it is certain that it will be only a degraded mechanistic servant of the
machine, because man himself will have everywhere escaped to find all his
city ever offered him, plus Freedom and privacy the city never had and is
now busy trying to teach him that he does not want. He will have gone
to seek and find the man-like freedom for himself that any free democracy
ought really to mean to him today: Beauty of life—man's birthright where
men are really free. This can be his on individual terms when the country-
he lives in is in fact a truly great Free country in this expanded extended
sense of space.
APPEASEMENT
Then with this appropriate ideal of democratic freedom, how to allev-
iate, how to mitigate meantime the horror of life held helpless or caught
unaware in the machinery we now call the city? How easiest and soonest
assist the social unit to escape the gradual, growing paralysis of individual
independence which characterizes the 'educated' machine-made univer-
sity moron. Paralysis of the emotional nature is necessary to the ultimate
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